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459 people arrested in
Jleeb, Fahaheel crackdowns

Including 130 without IDs, 51 in violation of residency law, 26 absconders

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Interior Ministry’s general
security department carried out two cam-
paigns against makeshift markets and ‘sus-
picious’ apartments in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh
and Fahaheel under the leadership of
Assistant Undersecretary Maj Gen Sheikh
Faisal Nawaf Al-Sabah. The campaigns
resulted in arresting 459 persons - 130
without IDs, 51 in violation of residency law,
26 absconders, 15 over liquor, 10 wanted on
civil cases and four for vice acts, while 164
citations for traffic violations were issued.
Three persons were caught in possession of
drugs and eight vehicles were impounded.

False information
The interior ministry denied a citizen’s

claims that instructions were given to place
state security, criminal detectives and spe-
cial security at all social security offices. It
said that spreading such false information is
totally rejected.

Smuggling foiled
Customs detectives foiled an Arab driver’s

attempt to smuggle one kilogram of the drug
shabu as he arrived from a Gulf country.
Officers acted on a tip about the drugs, and
were informed the truck in which the drugs
are hidden arrived and they were found.

Fire extinguished
Jahra fire stations responded to a blaze

in a popular store at dawn yesterday. The
fire was located in a basement containing
children’s clothes and toys. It was put out
without injuries.

Harasser deported
The Interior Ministry deported a guard for

harassing a woman at a mall, as he was caught
on surveillance cameras, Al-Rai reported yes-
terday. The woman was accosted by the man
in a Hawally mall, so she started screaming,

and he was caught. Separately, Hawally police
arrested two people for using drugs, Al-Rai
reported. They were caught under the influ-
ence and in possession of heroin. The two
were seen in a vehicle and were pulled over.
Both claimed the drugs were for personal use.

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: Airport detectives yesterday arrested an
Indian man who had stolen jewelry and precious stones
worth KD 3 million from a ruling family member, said
security sources. The source explained that the sheikh
had reported the theft without pressing charges against
anyone. However, detectives found that the Indian who
works for the sheikh was missing, and that nobody
knew his whereabouts until a travel ban was imposed
on him and he was arrested at the airport while trying
to flee the country. A case was filed and the suspect
was referred to relevant authorities.

Fake banknotes
A department store operating at a major mall filed a

case accusing a female customer of paying for her pur-

chases in cash using fake KD 10 and KD 20 notes, said
security sources. The sources explained that on discov-
ering the forged notes, the store investigated the matter
and managed to identify the customer who paid them
through the purchase receipt, and then reported the
matter. A search is on for the woman. 

Area development
Kuwait Municipality approved a request to develop

the open yard next to Wataniya Complex in Qibla’s
block 10 in downtown Kuwait City. Commenting on the
proposal, the municipality’s deputy director for project
affairs Nadia Al-Shareeda said the project’s total area
is 6,000 square meters and that coordination is in
progress with the cleaning department to relocate
garbage collection points. 

Fingerprint devices 
Upon a request from Minister Khaled Al-Fadhalah,

the Ministry of Electricity and Water’s fingerprint
department installed 35 new fingerprint devices on the
ministry’s three floors, said informed sources, noting
that the aim of distributing the devices is to reduce
crowding for using the devices at the ministry’s
entrance during rush hours. 

Man arrested
with sheikh’s jewelry
worth KD 3 million

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Scores of citizens who recently graduated
with degrees in petroleum specialties yesterday gath-
ered outside Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC)
headquarters in Shuwaikh in protest of being exclud-
ed from the admission exams to apply for jobs in the
oil sector. Chairman of the oil sector employees syndi-
cates union Mohammed Al-Hajri said the union had
repeatedly urged KPC to employ the annually grow-
ing number of graduates. “It is unacceptable that
petroleum engineers remain jobless in an oil-produc-
ing country,” he said, calling for making the admission
tests easier. 

KPC CEO Hashem Hashem had earlier announced
launching the use of the ‘360 evaluation system’
known as ‘VICAT’ at KPC and its subsidiaries. In
directives issued to all KPC staff, Hashem pointed that
the new system will be a major investment in employ-
ees’ careers and stressed that it will provide opportu-
nities to keep developing skills, leadership capabilities
and present and future aspirations. 

Sharia College
Head of Kuwait University’s Sharia Society Ahmed

Al-Azmi expressed total  reject ion of  what he
described as calls to close down the Sharia College
and stressed the labor market is widely open for the
college’s graduates to work as imams, preachers,
jurists and sharia scholars, who are as needed in a
society just like as doctors, engineers and other
graduates. 

Phone bills
The Ministry of Services urged all landline sub-

scribers to pay their bills to avoid disconnection of the
service as part of March’s programmed disconnection
system. The ministry explained that subscribers with
overdue bills will receive the first automated warning
message on Sunday, March 17, followed by a second
one on March 24 before disconnecting the service for
those who do not comply by March 31. The ministry
explained that subscribers whose bills exceed KD 50
for house lines and KD 100 for commercial lines will
have the service disconnected, in addition to those who
had already rescheduled their bills and failed to pay the
monthly installments. In addition, those who have not
paid their annual subscription for over six months will
have the service disconnected. Notably, phone bills can
be paid online at www.moc.kw and www.e.gov.kw.  

Graduates lament
denied bids to
join oil sector


